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Welcome from Chair  
Kate Rowell

1.0

The worldwide COVID-19 pandemic has altered how we live, how 
we work and how we shop! All our plans for 2020 were laid out at 
our Parliamentary reception held at the Scottish Parliament on the 
14th January with 150 people from across the red meat sector in 
attendance. On the 25th February more than 450 people from the 
industry attended our conference “Meat the Future” where again we 
signposted our strategy of Supporting, Developing, Promoting and 
Protecting the Scottish red meat sector. Key topics included tackling 
our challenges from anti red meat organisations, the benefits of red 
meat to human health, the importance of high animal welfare and 
our contribution to sustainable production, as well as the launch 
of our new marketing strategy and implementation plans for local, 
national, and international markets.

However, the arrival of COVID-19 changed everything. Almost 
overnight the food service market closed, exports became almost 
impossible and retail consumer demand for red meat and other food 
products increased seismically. The whole supply chain had to react; 
farmers, livestock hauliers, auction marts, processors, feed  
merchants, butchers, retailers, restaurants, and cafes all had to 
adhere to social distancing measures and learn a completely new 
language including phrases like lockdown, furloughing, new normal, 
self-isolation, key workers and support bubbles to name but a few!

Within days, auction marts had developed new operating protocols 
with only buyers allowed at the ring, processors had introduced 
social distancing measures to ensure processing lines remained 
operating, butchers developed e-commerce delivery and click and 
collect capability, retailers increased the number of home delivery 
slots available at their stores, catering butchers started selling direct 
to consumers and changing large food service packs into retail packs. 
There was a real paradox of increasing retail demand and lower farm 
gate prices.  However, this quickly started to change and prices for 
cattle and sheep have risen throughout the year, however the pig 
sector has had many challenges in addition to Covid-19 with rising 
feed costs and loss of key international markets, meaning prices  
are down year on year.

Before COVID-19, 60% of meals were home-cooked in the UK. This 
has now increased to 72% and it is estimated just over 500 million 
more meals will be consumed indoors every week, with evening 
meals rising by 23%. A new generation has started to reconnect with 
their food and farmers have gained a positive reputation for feeding 
the nation during a worldwide health crisis. The world wants to eat 
local and this gives opportunities as well as challenges.

As well as coping with changes in consumer behaviour and changed 
work practices we also have been planning for how the Scottish red 
meat sector will prosper in a post EU world. The are many changes 
and challenges to deal with, however we are confident that the  
resilience that the Scottish red meat sector has demonstrated in 
2020 will continue and pragmatic solutions will be found to meet the 
needs of our customers locally, nationally, and internationally.

2020 has given us an opportunity to re-set the Scottish red meat 
sector, we will capitalise on consumer goodwill and shout about our 
actions to mitigate climate change and the contribution that the  
red meat sector is making towards national targets. COP 26 coming 
to Glasgow in 2021 will give a real focus to this. Economically this  
has been a year where many sectors including transport, hospitality 
and food service have been nearly wiped out. QMS will be focused  
on providing leadership for our industry and Government in  
Scotland. Supply chain profitability is essential to develop a  
confident sector that invests in its future. To achieve our aim, we  
will work collaboratively with the whole red meat supply chain and 
Government, to bolster supply chain efficiency, brand integrity  
and consumer confidence. 

 
Kate Rowell 
Chair

“2020 brought a world-wide human pandemic that 
has presented major health challenges to us all.  
This, combined with the associated economic  
challenges, has proven to be a year where the  
Scottish red meat sector has had to adapt to fast 
changing developments. Every part of the sector  
has been affected, the impact has been experienced 
by livestock farmers, processors, auction marts,  
livestock hauliers, feed merchants, food service  
providers, butchers, and retailers. New ways of  
working have had to be introduced and this has  
provided opportunities for consumers to reconnect 
with their food and where it comes from.  
It’s essential that we support our levy payers to  
capitalise on these new opportunities over the  
next few years.”
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Introduction from  
Chief Executive Alan Clarke

Quality Meat Scotland (QMS) is an executive non-departmental  
public body of the Scottish Government. The Corporate Business 
Plan for (QMS) is prepared in line with the requirements for a public 
body and sets out our strategic ambitions on behalf of the Scottish 
red meat industry for the period 2021–2022. These are published on 
the QMS website www.qmscotland.co.uk QMS is funded by levy  
from Scotland’s beef, lamb, pork producers and processors who 
make an important contribution to the country’s rural economy, 
contributing over £2.1 billion to the annual GDP of Scotland and 
supporting around 50,000 jobs in the farming, agricultural supply  
and processing sectors.

We market the PGI labelled Scotch Beef and Scotch Lamb brands in 
the UK and abroad and promote Scottish pork products under the 
Specially Selected Pork Banner. Our brands are underpinned by our 
internationally recognised assurance schemes which cover more 
than 90% of livestock farmed for red meat in Scotland. They offer 
consumers in the UK and overseas the legal guarantee that the meat 
they buy has come from animals that have spent their whole lives 
being raised to some of the world’s strictest welfare standards. With 
hundreds of years of tradition behind them, Scottish farmers pride 
themselves on meeting the high standards of today’s modern meat 
consumers, at home and abroad.

Purpose of QMS

QMS was established, under the Quality Meat Scotland Order 2008, 
as a public body. For administrative purposes, QMS is classified as an 
executive non-departmental public body. The powers, functions  
and purpose of QMS are set out in the Order, as follows:  

• Increase efficiency or productivity in the red meat sector

• Improve marketing in the red meat sector

• Improve or develop services that the red meat sector provides  
 to the community

• Improve ways in which the red meat sector contributes to  
 sustainable development

Functions of QMS

QMS has responsibility for a range of statutory functions relating  
to the development and promotion of the red meat industry in  
Scotland, as set out in Schedule 1 to the Order.

Public Funds

Scottish Ministers have defined the overall aims for QMS’s use of 
public funds as being to ensure that the funds are used for the benefit 
of the Scottish levy payers and in accordance with the Quality Meat 
Scotland Order 2008. The business plan for the year immediately 
ahead shall be consistent with the agreed corporate plan. The 
business plan shall be updated annually by QMS to include key 
targets and milestones for the forthcoming year and shall be linked to 
budgeting information so that resources allocated to achieve specific 
objectives can be identified by Scottish Government. 

“As we move into a post European Union  
era and as we aim to understand the economic  
challenges of COVID-19, this Corporate Business 
Plan is the culmination of work by our Board, 
our Executive Team and all staff at QMS.”

2.0
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Governance

QMS has a Board of 12 members including a Chair who are all 
appointed by Scottish Ministers for their knowledge of the different 
sectors that comprise the Scottish red meat industry as well as their 
experience in a range of areas such as marketing, finance and  
corporate governance. We have an Audit & Risk Committee and 
Remuneration Committee as well as a number of stakeholder groups 
covering our marketing and industry development activities, as well 
as our Standards Setting Bodies who set our Quality Assurance  
standards for each part of the production supply chain. Our members, 
committees and standards setting Body members are detailed at 
Appendix B. Our Board is detailed at Appendix A. 

 
Industry Engagement

Collaboration is at the heart of the way QMS operates and we work 
closely with our levy payers and key stakeholders through our  
Scottish Red Meat Resilience Group and managed stakeholder 
engagement. We strategically engage with our industry and liaise 
regularly with representatives of the different sectors to ensure our 
activities meet the needs of beef, lamb and pork businesses.

 

“This sets out our aims, objectives,  
and key work priorities for the year  

to deliver strongly for our levy players 
and key stakeholders.”

Strategy and Operations

This corporate business plan was developed over a period of four 
months with input from the QMS Board, Executive Team and all 
staff. Our starting point was a PESTLE Analysis (Political, Economic, 
Sociological, Technological, Legal and Environmental) of the factors 
impacting on the Scottish red meat sector. This plan sets out the aims 
and objectives of QMS and of each department within QMS as well as 
the implementation plans that will support the delivery of each of our 
objectives. Our operations aim to provide a return on investment for 
our levy payers by working with all parts of the red meat sector supply 
chain and promoting our world class products to consumers in local, 
national and international markets. We have also detailed our budget 
forecast for 2021–22 which includes a key assumption that the long 
term solution to levy repatriation takes place as planned on 1 April 
2021 meaning we have additional levy income of circa £1.3 million.

 
 
Alan Clarke 
Chief Executive
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Purpose of this Document The purpose of this corporate business plan and associated  
implementation plan is to inform Scottish Government and other  
key stakeholders of our strategy and operations for 2021–2022.  
We have analysed the current red meat sector environment,  
identified the key areas where QMS can make a positive impact, 
agreed our strategic aims and detailed what we will do during this 
financial year to work towards their achievement.

3.0
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Scottish Red Meat Sector 
Situation Analysis

2020 has brought a series of challenges that have made it a unique 
year. The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic initially caused chaos 
in food service and export markets and Government policies have 
had to change as the virus has spread across the country at varying 
rates leading to local lockdown and at times national lockdown.  
This has made it extremely difficult for food service businesses to 
adapt or to develop any long-term strategy and this looks set to 
continue during 2021. Export markets have remained open, however 
most international trade shows have been postponed or cancelled 
and internal trade missions cancelled.

On the 31 December 2020, the transition period of the UK leaving 
the European Union came to an end and this has also had an impact 
on the short-term future of the sector. This will lead to a new trading 
relationship between the UK and the EU and the mainland GB and 
Northern Ireland.

In addition to the many challenges of COVID-19 and EU exit, climate 
change and the red meat sector’s role in reducing emissions remains 
a challenge. Current work is going on to continue to improve the 
sustainability of beef cattle, sheep and pig production. QMS will work 
with Government to support the development and implementation 
of policies and programmes that support the development of the 
Scottish red meat sector. The UK will host the 26th UN  
Climate Change Conference COP26 in Glasgow during the  
1–12 November 2021. This will bring parties together to accelerate  
action towards the goals of the Paris Agreement and the UN  
Framework Convention on Climate Change. This, combined with 
the recent publication of the Scottish Government Climate Change 
Plan, Steering Scotland’s Pathway to Net Zero, details a roadmap to 
world-leading climate change targets by 2045 and will put a spotlight 
on Scotland. Therefore, it is essential for us to demonstrate the  
positive changes that are happening on farms and across the sector  
to contribute to Scotland’s ambitious climate change targets.

 

There are several policy documents for the red meat sector that have 
been published during 2020 or are due to be published and we have 
taken on the leadership role of developing a new strategy for the 
Scottish Beef Sector which will contribute to Scotland Food & Drinks 
Ambition 2030 publications. We will publish this during our financial 
year 2021–2022.

This year’s pandemic has meant that many people have worked  
from home and families have gone back to eating together and  
cooking more meals from scratch, and many people have started to 
re-engage with their food and where it comes from. This gave a real 
opportunity to the food sector, in particular the artisan food  
producers and retailers with many people supporting their local 
shops including their butcher. Farmers, food producers and butchers 
have gained a new respect and the key role that they have undertaken 
has been recognised and appreciated by many customers and has 
given the red meat sector great opportunities to build on. 

We have a key leadership role in using our unique footprint to  
strategically engage with all stakeholders to provide a conduit to 
encourage the industry to speak positively with one voice. We will 
continue to research our challenge areas and aim to provide  
science-based evidence that can be used by the whole industry.

There are several factors impacting on the sector and we have  
developed a separate PESTLE analysis to review this in detail. 

“This will lead to a new trading relationship 
between the UK and the EU and the mainland of  
GB with Northern Ireland.”

Stuart Ashworth Director of Economic Services

4.0
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Current and Potential Issues 
Impacting on The Scottish Red 
Meat Sector

Priority Themes for QMS and 
The Scottish Red Meat Sector

During our strategy development our Board identified key priority 
themes for QMS and these have been developed into actions and are 
contained in departments’ implementation plans for 2021–2022.  
The themes are based around 4 key areas: sustainability, working 
towards an equitable supply chain, understanding our brands,  
and providing leadership to the Scottish red meat sector. The Board 
is also realistic, there is no single solution, and these are priorities 
that we will work on over the next few years and subsequent  
implementation plans will be updated to reflect this.  
 
The 4 key areas are:-

• Ensuring sustainable production is at the heart of the future of  
 the Scottish red meat industry and we will work to support more  
 efficient livestock production for cattle, sheep, and pigs.

• Striving to get an equitable supply chain is vital if each part of the  
 sector is to have the confidence to invest in its future.

• Being able to clearly articulate the benefits of our brands to  
 consumers and stakeholders.

• Providing strong leadership to the Scottish Red Meat sector.

Sustainability strategy for  
Scottish Red Meat production 
• Influence green recovery
• Dependable reliable GHG  
 carbon data
• Sustainable environment  
 friendly food production
•  Good food bill

Understand our brands 
• Consumer promotions and  
 customer trends
•  Strengths and weaknesses  of  
 our brands
• Develop a new pork brand
• Further develop the 
 sustainability  credentials of  
 our brands
• Benchmark & continually
 improve the integrity of our  
 brands
• Potential of introducing DNA  
 technology

Equitable production  
supply chain 
• Return for farmers for  
 premium products
• Industry development work  
 pig sector
• Share our industry  
 development work with  
 young farmers
• Research into eating quality 
 and consistency 

Providing industry leadership 
• Enhance communications  
 across our footprint
• Respected within the industry
• Providing advice to Scottish  
 and UK Ministers

The following diagram gives details of the priority themes

Brexit fallout 
• Trade
• Labour
• Support
• Future Policy

COVID-19 Recession
• Consumer impact and
 reactions
• Government spending
• Policy response

Ongoing COVID-19
Restrictions & Impacts

Scottish Election
• New relations to build
• Policies refreshed

Climate change 
- SG Climate Change Plan
- Media Coverage
- Consumer Behaviour

Consumer Trends 
- Disposable income
- Health
- Sustainability
- Animal welfare

Levy Repatration
- Budget
- Working protocols
 and relationships

Stakeholder Relations
- Levy payers
- Members
- Others

5.0 6.0
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QMS Strategy 2018–2023

Our Ambition

QMS developed a new five-year strategy in 2018. This corporate and 
business plan for 2021–2022 details each of the following:

• A one year implementation plan of the activities that we will do to  
 achieve our strategy

• Our long-term ambition for QMS and the Scottish red meat sector

• Our four strategic aims

• Our strategic objectives for each strategic aim

• Our cross cutting themes

To be recognised as the leadership organisation for the Scottish  
red meat sector by our industry and Government.

To achieve supply chain profitability we will work collaboratively  
with farmers, processors, auction marts, livestock hauliers, feed  
merchants, food service providers, butchers, retailers, research  
institutes and learning providers to build supply chain efficiency, 
brand integrity and consumer confidence.

7.0

8.0

“Our new strategy was developed in  
2018 and set out our strategic direction  
from 2018 to 2023.” 

Alan Clarke Chief Executive

“At our conference in March 2020 we  
highlighted the leadership role of QMS  
in galvanising each part of the Scottish  
red meat sector to work together on  
common issues that impact on the sector.  
Our ambition is to have profitability  
within each part of the supply chain  
that enables each business to invest in  
their future.” 

Alan Clarke Chief Executive
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Strategic Aims

1.0  To develop a profitable and sustainable Scottish  
 red meat industry

2.0 To support a profitable and sustainable Scottish  
 red meat industry

3.0  To promote a profitable and sustainable Scottish  
 red meat industry

4.0  To protect a profitable and sustainable Scottish  
 red meat industry

To develop a profitable and sustainable Scottish red  
meat industry 

A Scottish red meat industry supply chain that is confident  
about investing in its future

The red meat supply chain is fully engaged in continuous  
improvement development programmes

Producers and processors benefit with equitable returns  
throughout the supply chain

To support a profitable and sustainable Scottish red  
meat industry

Respected as an evidence based source of information by  
government and all stakeholders

Key stakeholders respect the research, knowledge and  
evidence based data that QMS produce

All stakeholders are valued and bought into the work of QMS

 

9.0

Develop
Support
Promote
Protect
A profitable Scottish red meat industry

To promote a profitable and sustainable Scottish red  
meat industry

The value of our brand increases in the eyes of our current and  
future consumers

Sales volumes of scottish red meat products that carry our brands 
increase and give an equitable return throughout the supply chain

QMS is respected by our industry and government as leading on 
innovative that underpin integrity of our brands

To protect a profitable  and sustainable Scottish red meat industry

The Red Meat Industry speaking with one voice using key  
messages agreed by the sector

Consumers understand the positive benefits of eating meat  
produced in scotland 

Our quality assurance schemes are valued by consumers

QMS is respected by our industry and government as leading on 
innovative initiatives that underpin the integrity of our brands

“Our Marketing and Communications strategy is  
to ensure our brands have consumer visibility all 
year round.” 

Lesley Cameron Director of Marketing & Communications

“Building on existing markets and identifying new 
markets, locally, nationally and internationally is at 
the heart of our strategy.”

Tom Gibson Director Market Development
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Cross Cutting Themes We have several cross-cutting themes that we are cognisant of  
when delivering our strategic aims. This takes into account our role  
as a Non-Departmental Public Body of Scottish Government and  
the work that we do collaboratively with the other levy bodies,  
Agricultural Horticulture Development Board (AHDB) and Meat  
Promotion Wales (HCC).

Strong internal  
governance structure

Strategy informed and aligned with 
Scottish Government Policy

Working collaboratively with  
AHDB and HCC

Cross fertilisation of ideas across 
QMS departments

10.0

“As a Non departmental Body of Scottish Government 
funded by farmers and processors levy, we work to 
get a return of investment back to our levy payers 
underpinned with cross cutting themes.”

Alan Clarke Chief Executive
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Implementation Plans  
Per Strategic Objective

11.0

Strategic Aim Budget % of  Total

To develop a profitable and sustainable  
Scottish red meat industry £602, 548 9.0

To support a profitable and sustainable  
Scottish red meat industry £1,051,111 15.7

To promote a profitable and sustainable  
Scottish red meat industry £2,611.041 39.0

To protect a profitable and sustainable  
Scottish red meat industry £2,430,277 36.3

TOTAL £6,694,977 100%

Develop
Support
Promote
Protect

A profitable Scottish red meat industry
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Implementation Plans  
Per Department

We have detailed over the next few pages the key highlights from our 
implementation plans for each of our departments: Brands Integrity, 
Corporate Services, Economic Services, Industry Development,  
Market Development, Marketing and Communications,  
and Strategic Engagement.

12.0

QMS Departments

Brands Integrity
Corporate Services 
Economic Services & External Affairs
Industry Development
Market Development 
Marketing and Communications
Strategic Engagement

Executive Team 

Brands Integrity 
Kathryn Kerr

Corporate Services  
Debbie Phillips

Economic Services & External Affairs  
Stuart Ashworth & Sarah Millar

Industry Development  
Bruce McConachie

Market Development  
Tom Gibson

Marketing & Communications  
Lesley Cameron

Strategic Engagement  
Douglas Bell

“The QMS Executive Team is accountable for  
delivering the QMS strategy through the  
development of implementation plans within 
agreed annual budgets.” 

Alan Clarke Chief Executive
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Implementation plans per department

Brands Integrity What we will do

Department Aim To provide reassurance to consumers that all products carrying the Scotch Beef PGI, Scotch Lamb PGI and specially selected pork logos are produced to 
some of the highest standards in the world

Department Objectives/  
Key Deliverables

1. To provide world class quality assurance.

2. Continually review and update our whole of life, whole of production supply chain standards.

3. Effectively engage with our quality assurance members to ensure understanding of the standards.

4. Future proof our standards to ensure they are fit for purpose for consumers.

5. Explore innovative ways of providing our quality assurance services.

6. Review the content of future assurance scheme contracts.

7. Monitor and develop the integrity of the brands by working collaboratively with Scottish SPCA on welfare programmes.

8. Develop industry working groups to improve the understanding of our standards and increase engagement across the industry.

9. Provide added value to our membership by delivering workshops specific to relevant standards and industry changes.

10. Develop and support current traceability checker.

11. Benchmark our standards against competitor standards.
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Implementation plans per department

Corporate Serv ices What we will do

Department Aim To uphold the highest level of governance and support our Board, Executive Team and all staff by managing administrative operations and implementing 
innovative, effective business processes to meet the needs of our stakeholders

Department Objectives/  
Key Deliverables

1. Compliance with all levels of Governance and regulations – GDPR, Procurement, State Aid, Health & Safety, internal policies and procedures.

2. Production of monthly finance reports and budget reviews.

3. Ensure a robust HR function to support all staff.

4. Provide a professional administration service to all staff, Board and key stakeholders.

5. Identification and implementation of cloud based accounting, Customer Relationship Management and file management software. 

6. Design future working styles and environment for QMS head office

7. Complete our programme of Internal Audits. 

8. Complete a “non-qualified” financial year end audit. 

9. Development of the QMS training plan to include wellbeing training in addition to skills training for all staff.

10. Development of an IT hardware succession plan.
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Implementation plans per department

Economic Serv ices What we will do

Department Aim The aim of the Economic Services Department is to be the first port of call for authoritative analysis of Scotland’s red meat supply chain

Department Objectives/  
Key Deliverables

1. Maintain, manage and develop evidence and  
 datasets to support internal and external decision   
 making.

2. Manage and deliver key department outputs that   
 enable industry benchmarking of financial  
 profitability, green house gas emissions, alongside   
 market reporting and industry structure analysis.

3. Maintain the profile and integrity of QMS from  
 stakeholders using strategic analysis and economic  
 insight.

4. Provide independent evidence and insight to QMS,  
 policy makers, influencers and stakeholders to  
 ensure the red meat sector is able to make evidence  
 based decisions. 

5. Provide Regular market updates and business  
 environment reports and analysis.

6. Provide support to internal teams including levy  
 governance and monitoring, insights for market   
 strategy and business environment insights for  
 industry development.

 
 
 
 
 

7. Provide input to Scottish Government e.g.  
 FMGS, MSP questions, working groups etc.

8. Develop media responses; proactive and reactive.

9. Provide web content maintenance.

10. Contribute to stakeholder conferences and  
 CPD meetings.

11. Contribute to Scottish and UK Government  
 consultations.

12. Input into academic and commercial research  
 projects.

13. Develop suite of key internal position papers.

14. Develop suite of collaborative industry position   
 papers on key Issues impacting the Scottish red  
 meat sector.

15. Provide strategic advice on emerging legislation.
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Industry  
Development What we will do

Department Aim The aim of the Industry Development department is to deliver solutions that enhance the performance and sustainability of red meat production in Scotland

Department Objectives/ 
 Key Deliverables

1. Develop and deliver our sustainable red meat action groups and Meat the Market flagship workstreams.

2. Deliver further genetic research projects for the suckler beef sector – to explore how genetic performance data can enhance traceability,  
        performance, and eating quality. 

3. Develop and deliver a sheep focussed genetic performance project.

4. Complete and build on our current Pig Monitor Farm Project

5. Develop and deliver integrated, extensive, Monitor Farm Scotland Project and Monitor Farm Legacy Project.

6. Develop our pig-focussed work alongside producer and processor organisations to improve supply chain efficiency and sustainability. 

7. Develop and deliver a comprehensive suite of learning resources for levy payers.

8. In partnership with Industry, develop and deliver pioneering research aimed at improving the efficiency, profitability and sustainability  
        of the Scottish red meat sector.

Implementation plans per department
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Implementation plans per department

Market  
Development What we will do

Department Aim To open new markets and build on existing markets for Scotch and Scottish products in local, national and international markets

Department Objectives/  
Key Deliverables

1. Support retailers to increase the range and distribution of QMS brands.

2. Engage with retailers to maximise the return on QMS marketing campaign investments.

3. Relaunch the Scotch Beef Club.

4. Deliver six UK regional events to promote QMS brands to chefs, butchers and buyers. 

5. Design a new export show stand for international trade shows.

6. Deliver four international trade shows in Europe, North America and Asia.

7. Support processors to re-engage with export customers post Covid.

8. Facilitate inward and outward trade missions to promote new export business post Covid.

9. Plan and deliver a successful USA market entry strategy for processors to export Scotch Beef PGI (processor accreditation dependent).

10. Review and relaunch the QMS Brands Licensing Scheme.

11. Complete a successful State aid application process.

12. Deliver a seasonal marketing campaign for the Scotch Butchers Club and increase membership by at least 8% annually.
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Implementation plans per department

Marketing &  Comms What we will do

Department Aim To retain core range listings in Scotland/UK.  Through insight grow the brand in new channels and international markets

Department Objectives/  
Key Deliverables

1. Build a strong international consumer brand driven though insight

2. Apply a suite of tactics including social media, digital, sponsorship, toolkits and PR

3. Promote the benefit of red meat as part of a balanced healthy diet to consumers

4. Explore the potential of establishing a Sustainability Quality Marque for Scotch Beef and potentially Scotch Lamb

5. Explore the potential to develop a new brand to replace Specially Selected Pork

6. Research consumers’ perceptions on the eating quality of our brands

7. Target our primary market of 18-38-year olds – meat reducers

8. Drive industry engagement – Reputation Management

9. Design and deliver Farming Food Steps phase 2

10. Drive awareness of the selling points of our brands with educators, consumers and trade

11. Promote sustainability and the health benefits of red meat

12. Deliver insight to drive both UK and export sales

13. Engage with retailers, butchers and food service to maximise distribution and visibility of the brands on and offline

14. Measurement of KPI’s including increased market share by sales, value, customer penetration, attitudinal change and brand awareness
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Implementation plans per department

Strategic  
Engagement What we will do

Department Aim Influence future policy and sector resilience by delivering projects and initiatives for the Scottish red meat sector with full buy-in from our stakeholders

Department Objectives/  
Key Deliverables

1. Lead on the development of the beef sector strategy.

2. Co-ordinate any QMS project work emanating from the Suckler Beef Climate Group’s and other farmer led groups reports.

3. Lead on sustainability issues for the red meat sector.

4. Conduct research and co-ordinate its use to support our sector’s credentials.

5. Co-ordinate effective stakeholder engagement.

6. Co-ordinate QMS implementation of beef sector strategy under way where appropriate.

7. Conduct project work relating to the Suckler Beef Climate Group resourced and delivered by QMS

8. Provide research and evidence gathered to support QMS marketing and QA activity.

9. Co-ordinate QMS activities on sustainability.

10. Successful implementation of stakeholder engagement plan.

11. Public affairs strategy devised and implemented.
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Financial Resources

Key Delivery Partners

This provides us with a focus to ensure that all our activities meet our 
strategic aims and objectives. This breaks down by department as 
follows: 

Quality Meat Scotland is part of the private and public-sector  
collaboration of Scotland Food & Drink and represented on its  
Partnership Board. We also work closely with our key stakeholders 
and our long-term aim is to create shared strategic objectives across 
our footprint in the Scottish red meat sector which includes:  
farmers, feed suppliers, auction markets, hauliers, primary  
processors, secondary processors, retailers, butchers, food service 
providers and chefs.

13.0

14.0

Department Budget 2021–22(£) % of Total 2021–22 % of Total 2019–20 (Comparison)

Brands Integrity 1,606,857 24.0% 26.7%

Corporate Services 668,569 10.0% 11.2%

Economic Services 306,344 4.6% 4.1%

Industry Development 811,252 12.1% 10.6%

Market Development 580,994 8.6% 7.2%

Marketing & Communications 2,469,441 36.9% 35.3%

Strategic Engagement 251,520 3.8% 2.4%

TOTAL £6,694,977 100% 100%

“Each department is accountable for ensuring 
that our implementation plans are delivered 
within agreed budgets.”

Alan Clarke Chief Executive

“We work in partnership with key stakeholder 
organisations across our footprint and have  
established the Scottish Red Meat Resilience 
Group to deliver through collaborative working.”

Sarah Millar  Director of External Affairs
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Staff Resources To deliver our ambitious plans we have agreed a temporary  
staffing structure which will be in place until the end of October 
2021. We have reduced the numbers of staff in Market  
Development due to the number of trade shows that have been 
postponed, and strengthened our Strategic engagement  
department to complete the new 2030 beef strategy.

P/T = Part TimeDepartments

15.0

Debbie Phillips 
Head of Corporate 

Services

Ashley  Little 
Finance Assistant

Maria Burton 
Office Assistant

Bruce McConachie 
Head of Industry  
Development

Allan Ward 
Pig Specialist

John Evans 
Cattle & Sheep  
Specialist P/T

Beth Alexander  
Cattle & Sheep  
Specialist P/T

Kathryn Kerr  
Head of Brands Integrity

Lesley Mitchell 
Quality Assurance 
Specialist P/T 

Eilidh McCulloch 
Quality Assurance 

Specialist

Doug Bell 
Director of Strategic 
Engagement

Alan Clarke 
Chief Executive

Chief Executive & Assistant

Economics Services

Strategic Engagement

Brands Integrity

Marketing & Communications

Market Development

Industry Development

Corporate Services

Graeme Sharp 
Market Development 

Analyst

Kirsty McCormack 
Executive Assistant

Stuart Ashworth 
Director of Economics 

Services  P/T

Iain MacDonald 
Senior Economics Analyst

Sarah Millar 
Director of External Affairs

Tom  Gibson 
Director of Market 
Development

Gordon Newlands 
Brand Development 

Manager

Lesley Cameron 
Director of Marketing & 
Communications

Kirsty Fox  
Marketing &  

Communications Manager

Frances Hamilton 
Brand Specialist

Laura Strang 
Corporate  

Communications 
Executive

Antoine Legendre 
Category Manager

Ciara El-Mansi 
Marketing Executive P/T

Alix Ritchie 
Health & Education 
Manager P/T

Jennifer Robertson 
Health & Education 
Manager P/T
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Scottish Government National  
Performance Framework

Because of its activities on behalf of the industry, QMS contributes  
to the Scottish Government’s primary purpose of ‘increasing  
sustainable economic growth’ and to the five strategic objectives and 
relevant national targets. Appendix C details the Scottish Government 
National Performance Framework, its strategic objectives, national 
outcomes and the progress that QMS has made to this against  
these outcomes.

16.0

“As a Non-Departmental Public Body of Scottish 
Government we are committed to achieving the 
Five strategic objectives of increasing sustainable 
economic growth.”

Stuart Ashworth Director of Economic Services
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Relationships with other  
Stakeholder Strategies

This strategy is aligned with the Scottish Government’s economic 
strategy of increasing sustainable economic growth, Scotland’s 
National Food and Drink Policy: Becoming a Good Food Nation and 
Scotland Food & Drink’s strategy “Ambition 2030”.

Since 2007, the Scottish Government’s central purpose has been  
to create a more successful country, with opportunities for all of  
Scotland to flourish, through increasing sustainable economic 
growth. This remains the Government’s ambition to which all its 
efforts and actions are directed and is at the core of Scottish  
Government’s Economic Strategy. A strong, vibrant and diverse 
economy is essential to Scotland’s national prosperity as well as 
creating the wealth to support high quality public services. Ensuring 
that growth is shared and sustainable is the key to unlocking all of 
Scotland’s potential and strengthening its greatest asset  
the people of Scotland.

Scotland’s National Food and Drink Policy: Becoming a Good Food 
Nation articulates a new aspiration, that Scotland should become a 
Good Food Nation, a Land of Food and Drink not only in what we as 
a nation produce but also in what we buy, serve and eat. The Scottish 
Government wants food to be a key part of what makes the people  
of Scotland proud of their country food which is both tasty to eat and 
nutritious, fresh and environmentally sustainable. Actions towards 
achieving the aim of becoming a good food nation include: 

• A 2025 vision for what we as a country should be aiming  
 to achieve.

•  Establish a Food Commission and local champions to  
 drive change.

•  Identify priority areas such as food in the public sector,  
 children’s food and local food.

•  A commitment to a variety of approaches, including strong  
 community engagement and celebration of Scotland’s food  
 and drink.

17.0

Ambition 2030 sets out Scotland’s Food and Drink’s strategy to  
increase the sector’s turnover to £30 billion within 13 years with a  
focus of driving sales in the UK and overseas. The food and drink 
sector is currently worth £14.4 billion annually, 119,000 people are 
working directly in the industry, and food manufacturing in Scotland 
is growing at twice the rate of the UK average for the sector. The  
2030 strategy has identified collaboration as the most important  
ingredient in the sector’s success to date, with plans to deepen  
joint working between the industry, government and its agencies  
in the coming years, as well as to make support easier to access  
for businesses.

We are currently developing a new Beef Sector Plan to lead the  
sector to 2030 and there have been several key policy initiatives 
published recently that will influence the future development of the 
sector. These have included the Farming for 1.5 degrees and the 
impact that farming has on climate change, the Suckler Beef Climate 
Group which is championing sustainable livestock production and 
the soon to be published Farming & Food Production – Future  
Policy Report. We are engaged at Board level with each of these 
initiatives and aim to incorporate relevant parts of this into the new 
beef sector strategy.

“This strategy is aligned with the key issues 
facing the Scottish red meat sector and with 
Scottish Government’s economic strategy.”

Douglas Bell Director of Strategic Engagement
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QMS and Programme for  
Government Themes

Review of Past Performance

In 2014, the First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon announced a range of 
plans to be introduced over the next year to help to create a fairer and 
more prosperous society. QMS recognises the importance of this aim. 
Sustainable economic growth is key to the future development of the 
red meat industry in Scotland and all of QMS’s activities relate to this 
theme. The promotion of fairness and reducing inequality is a theme 
which resonates well with QMS as an organisation.

Each year QMS lays before Parliament its Annual Report & Accounts 
giving a comprehensive review of its activities for the past year.  
In the interests of efficiency this review is not included in this  
Corporate Business Plan.

18.0

19.0

“Sustainable red meat production is at the heart 
of what we do in Scotland, which gives our brand 
such a high international reputation.”

Kate Rowell Chair 

“At each Board meeting, the Board reviews our 
financial and operational performance to ensue 
that it is delivering our overall strategy.”

Kate Rowell  Chair
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Statement on Information &  
Communications Technology

Statement on Public Bodies  
Climate Change Duties

 (QMS) is a knowledge-based organisation and is focussed on  
interpreting information and developing knowledge for levy payers 
and other stakeholders. An effective in-house Information &  
Communications Technology strategy is integral to the successful 
working of QMS.

QMS operate an in-house ICT system which provides sufficient  
resources to help provide the industry with accurate and timely  
information. All of QMS’s in-house systems and networks are  
effectively protected from accidental or malicious disruption.

In recognition of its responsibilities under the Climate Change  
(Scotland) Act 2009 QMS will take appropriate steps to mitigate, 
adapt and act in a sustainable manner. QMS will participate in  
Scottish public sector sustainability reporting. In its work with  
stakeholders to improve business sustainability, QMS will  
continue to promote awareness of mitigation and adaptation  
strategies and the adoption of best practice to secure carbon  
reducing production efficiencies across the supply chain.

20.0

21.0

“How we use information technology is 
paramount to the success of QMS and we 
are committed to keeping abreast of current 
technology and ensuring our team are 
trained in how to use it.”

Debbie Phillips Head of Corporate Services

“We are committed to working towards Scottish 
Government’s  climate change targets and to 
showcase the role that the Scottish red meat 
industry plays in achieving them.”

Sarah Millar  Director of External Affairs

QMS will provide employees with opportunities to acquire the  
skills to collate, store and deliver information in accordance with  
the organisation’s needs and national regulations. To carry out these 
tasks suitable hardware and software will be provided to optimise 
communication links with target audiences.

To preserve the integrity of its ICT systems, QMS will ensure that  
suitable support is available to users to minimise the effects of a 
system shutdown. QMS participates in the Assurance Framework  
for Scottish Government IT and Digital Projects.
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Statement on Equality

Levy Rates for 2020/21

Quality Meat Scotland is proud to be an equal opportunity  
employer. Appointments to Quality Meat Scotland and internal  
promotions will be made solely on the individual employee’s ability, 
skill, competence and potential.

Our policy is not to discriminate on any grounds including race,  
colour, nationality or ethnic or national origin, religion or beliefs,  
gender, gender reassignment, sexual orientation, pregnancy and  
maternity, marriage or civil partnership, age, responsibility for  
dependants, HIV status or disability.

The proposed levy rates for 2021–2022 will remain unchanged as 
follows: 

22.0

23.0

“Quality Meat Scotland is proud to be an equal  
opportunities employer and committed to  
recruitment, developing and appraising employees 
solely on their knowledge, skills and competence.”

Debbie Phillips Head of Corporate Services

“There will be no increase in levy rates this year, 
however Scottish levy payers will benefit from 
levy repatriation which will bring  £1.2 million per 
year back to Scotland.”

Alan Clarke Chief Executive

Cattle Calves (up to 68kgs) Sheep Pigs

Producer £4.20 £0.07 £0.60 £1.02

Processor £1.30 £0.07 £0.20 £0.24

Total £5.50 £0.14 £0.80 £1.26
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Proposed Income & Expenditure  
Budget 2021–2022

24.0

“The Board of QMS has signed off the budget for 
the 2021–22 financial year to aim to give best value 
to our levy payers.”

Kate Rowell Chair

Income  £

Levy 5,062,166

Assurance Schemes 1,577,098

Grants 35,000

Other Known Income 15,713

Bank Interest 5,000

6,694,977

Department Budgets

Strategic Engagement 251,520

Market Development 580,994

Marketing & Comms 2,469,440

Industry Development 811,252

Economics Services 306,345

Brands Integrity 1,606,856

Overheads 668,570

Total Expenditure 6,694,977

Net surplus/(Deficit)  (0)
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Proposed Balance Sheet  
2021-2022

25.0

Fixed Assets £

Tangible Assets 38,581

Current Assets

Trade Debtors 550,000

Prepayments 20,000

Accrued Levy 100,000

Accrued Bank Interest 5,000

Cash at Bank and in Hand 1,188,963

1,863,963

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

Trade Creditors 250,000

Accruals 400,000

VAT Payable/(recoverable) (100,000)

Other Creditors 172,229

722,229

Net Current Assets 1,141,734

Net Assets 1,180,315

Reserves

Surplus on income and expenditure account 1,180,315

Surplus/(deficit) for year 0

1,180,315

“As accounting officer, I am responsible for  
signing off the annual accounts and ensuring we 
are legally compliant.”

Alan Clarke Chief Executive
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Appendix A
QMS Board

26.0

Kate Rowell – Chair 
Chair of QMS  
Joint Chair of Cattle & Sheep Industry Advisory Group  
Chair of Standards Coordinating Body  
Chair of Scottish Red Meat Industry Resilience Group  
Member of Cattle & Sheep Assurance Standards Setting Body 
Member of Remuneration Committee

Julie Fitzpatrick 
Member of Cattle & Sheep Assurance Standards Setting Body  
Member of Audit & Risk Management Committee  
Member of Remuneration Committee

Jock Gibson 
Chair of Butchers Marketing Advisory Group  
Chair of Processors Assurance Standards Setting Body

Scott Henderson 
Joint Chair of Cattle & Sheep Industry Advisory Group  
Chair of Auction Market Assurance Standards Setting Body 
Member of Cattle & Sheep Assurance Standards Setting Body

Ann Irvine 
Chair of Audit & Risk Management Committee  
Member of Cattle & Sheep Assurance Standards Setting Body

Sarah Mackie 
Former Chair of Beef & Lamb Marketing Advisory Group

Andy McGowan 
Chair of Haulage Industry Advisory Group  
Chair of Haulage Standards Setting Body  
Chair of Pork Marketing Advisory Group  
Chair of Pig Forum 
Member of Scottish Red Meat Industry Resilience Group 
Chair of Pig Assurance Standards Setting Body 
Member of Processor Assurance Standards Setting Body

Charles Milne 
Chair of Cattle & Sheep Assurance Standards Setting Body

George Milne 
Chair of Remuneration Committee  
Chair of Beef & Lamb Marketing Advisory Group  
Member of Audit & Risk Management Committee

Gordon Wallace 
Member of Butchers Marketing Advisory Group

Louise Welsh 
Chair of Feed Assurance Scheme  
Member of Audit & Risk Management Committee
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Appendix B
Board & Corporate Governance

QMS Committees

27.0

“The Chair, Chief Executive and Executive Team 
operate within a robust system of financial  
monitoring which includes both internal and  
external audits.”

Ann Irvine Chair Audit & Risk committee

The QMS Board oversees the efficient and effective use of staff and 
other resources by QMS in accordance with the principles of best  
value. A robust system of financial monitoring and performance review 
is in place. Apart from regular meetings of the Board, this includes 
an independent Audit & Risk Management Committee consisting of 
three Board members and the appointment of independent internal 
auditors. As a public body the external audit function comes under 
the scrutiny of Audit Scotland. A risk register is regularly reviewed by 
the Board and policies are in place governing the use of reserves and 
the application of public procurement rules. QMS has a Management 
Statement and Financial Memorandum which sets out the relationship 
between QMS and the Scottish Government.

All Board members are non-executive and appointed by Scottish  
Ministers for a term not exceeding four years. The appointments are 
made in line with the Code of Practice issued by the Commissioner  
for Ethical Standards in Public Life in Scotland.

The Board has corporate responsibility for ensuring that QMS achieves 
the Scottish Ministers’ overall aim of using the statutory levy for the 
benefit of Scottish levy payers. QMS recognises the importance of good 
governance standards in the public sector and bases its approach on 
six principles as follows:

QMS has a number of committees and a summary is given below,  
followed by a list of the members of each committee

Auction market assurance standards setting body

Haulage standards setting body

Audit & risk management committee

Pig forum

Beef & lamb marketing advisory group

Pigs assurance standards setting body

• Focussing on the organisation’s purpose and on outcomes for  
 levy payers specifically and others generally.

• Performing effectively in clearly defined functions and roles.

• Providing effective corporate governance for the whole  
 organisation and ensuring principles of value for money are  
 embedded into procedures.

• Taking informed transparent decisions and managing risk.

• Developing the capacity and capability of the governing body  
 to be effective.

• Engaging with levy payers and other stakeholders to ensure  
 good accountability.

Butchers marketing advisory group

Pork marketing advisory group

Cattle & sheep industry advisory group

Processors assurance standards setting body

Cattle & sheep assurance standards setting body

Remuneration committee

Feeds assurance scheme committee

Standards co-ordinating body
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QMS Committee Members

28.0

“Stakeholder engagement is key to ensure that 
QMS is focused on the key issues impacting on 
the Scottish red meat sector.” 

Douglas Bell Director of Strategic Engagement 

“Developing the sector has never been so impor-
tant and our Advisory Groups ensure our work is 
aligned with the needs of the sector.” 

Bruce McConachie Head of Industry Development

QMS Haulage Industry Advisory Group QMS Audit & Risk Management Committee QMS Scottish Red Meat Industry Resilience Group

Andy McGowan–Chair
Derek Armstrong
Jim Baird
Joe Beedie
Ronald Davidson
Roy Gauld
Iain MacEachen
Alan Murrie
Alan Stewart
Sandy Taylor
Neil Walker
Richard White

Ann Irvine–Chair 
Julie Fitzpatrick
George Milne
Louise Welsh 

 

Kate Rowell–Chair
David Barron
Alistair Brunton
Jen Craig
Tom Courts
Martin Kennedy
Marion MacCormick
Andy McGowan
Donald Young

QMS Beef & Lamb Marketing Advisory Group QMS Butchers Marketing Advisory Group QMS Cattle & Sheep Industry Advisory Group

George Milne–Chair
Charlie Adam
John Armour
John Cameron
Frank Clark
Lucy Husband
Adrian Ivory
John McMaster
Grant Moir
George Purves
Grace Reid
Bryan Robb
Isla Roebuck
Frank Ross
Gavin Ross
Jimmy Taylor

Jock Gibson–Chair
Annabel Forbes
Katherine & Paul Greer*
Chris Leg
Nigel Ovens
James Patrick
John Saunderson
Steven Strachan
Gordon Wallace
Frank Yorke

Scott Henderson–Chair
Kate Rowell–Chair
Gavin Hill
Niall Jeffrey
David Wilson
Alistair Kingan
Neil Laing
Bill MacKinnon
Neil & Debbie McGowan*
Nigel Miller
Clive Phillips
Michael Shannon
Colin Slessor
Kevin Stewart
Charley Walker
Sion Williams
Jamie Wyllie

QMS Pork Marketing Advisory Group QMS Pig Forum QMS Auction Market Assurance Standards Setting Body

Andy McGowan–Chair 
Jamie Chapman
Kelly Eastwood
Mark Haighton
Marion MacCormick
Adam Marshall Snr
Barry Robertson
Alan Stannett
Charlie Street
Clare Verner

Andy McGowan–Chair 
Roderic Bruce
Neil Hamilton
Sandy Howie
Shaun McWilliams
Rebecca Miller
Lynn Neill
Michael Pearce
Clare Powell-Tuck
Jamie Robertson
Fraser Shaw
Alan Stannett
Jill Thomson
Robin Traquair
Grace Webster
Jamie Wyllie

Scott Henderson–Chair
Robin Anderson
Derek Armstrong
Scott Donaldson
Hugh Fraser
Tom Gatherer
Willie McCulloch
Mick Park
John Thomson
Hamish Waugh
Neil Wilson
Donald Young

QMS Remuneration Committee George Milne–Chair, Julie Fitzpatrick and Kate Rowell
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QMS Committee Members

29.0

“The QMS Standards Setting Bodies ensure  
that our standards are robust and fit to be used 
practically within the sector.” 

Kathryn Kerr Head of Brands Integrity

QMS Cattle & Sheep Assurance Standards Setting Body QMS Pig Assurance Standards Setting Body QMS Haulage Assurance Standards Setting Body

Charles Milne–Chair
Robert Anderson
John Bell
Suzie England
Julie Fitzpatrick
Tom Gatherer
Scott Henderson
Jimmy Ireland
Ann Irvine
Ian McWatt
Robert Parker
Grace Reid
Kate Rowell
Ian Wilson
Yvonne White
Simon Williams
Neil Wilson

Andy McGowan–Chair 
John Chisholm
Iain Lyle
Adam Marshall Jr
Lynn Neill
Clare Powell-Tuck
Danny Skinner
Kathleen Smurthwaite
Grace Webster
Jamie Wyllie

Andy McGowan–Chair
Derek Armstrong
John Chisholm
Ronald Davidson
Daniel Johnstone
Ian McEachan
Gordon McKen
John McMaster
Louise Moules
Sandy Taylor
Richard White

QMS Processor Assurance Standards Setting Body Standards Co-ordinating Standards Setting Body QMS Feeds Assurance Standards Setting Body

Jock Gibson–Chair
Callum Bundy
Angela Carris
Jamie Chapman
Flora Corbett
Vikki Halliday
Andy McGowan
John McMaster
Vicky Parsons
Gordon Poole
Alex Seguino
Andrew Nye
David Thomson

Kate Rowell–Chair
Alan Clarke
Jock Gibson
Scott Henderson
Andy McGowan
Charles Milne
Louise Welsh

Louise Welsh–Chair
Simon Williams
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Appendix C
QMS and the Scottish Government’s  
National Performance Framework

30.0

“QMS was established by Scottish Government and 
the purposes of QMS are set out in the Quality Meat 
Scotland Order 2008.” 

Alan Clarke Chief Executive

General

As a result of its activities on behalf of the industry, QMS  
contributes to the Scottish Government’s primary purpose of 
‘increasing sustainable economic growth’ and to the five strategic 
objectives and relevant national targets. For reference, the purposes 
of QMS as set out in the Quality Meat Scotland Order 2008 are:

• To increase efficiency or productivity in the red meat sector

• Improve marketing in the red meat sector

• Improve or develop services that the red meat sector provides  
 or could provide to the community

• Improve the ways in which the red meat sector contributes  
 to sustainable development

 
National Performance Framework Strategic Objectives

QMS’s work on behalf of the industry contributes to all five of the 
Government’s Strategic Objectives. QMS’s main contribution is to the 
wealthier, smarter and greener objectives. Some work is also  
undertaken which contributes to the Healthier objective and the  
Safer and Stronger objective.

Wealthier & Fairer – the overall objective of QMS is to support the 
development of a sustainable, professional, resilient and profitable 
Scottish red meat industry which makes an important contribution  
to Scotland Food & Drink’s target of £30 billion by 2030.

Smarter – QMS develops and manages the delivery of a range  
of industry programmes which are specifically designed to transfer 
knowledge and increase the uptake of new ideas which help to  
improve efficiency and drive innovation in red meat production.

Greener – QMS continues to engage with Government and the  
industry to enhance the environmental sustainability of red  
meat production.

Healthier – QMS contributes to the Government’s strategic objective 
of a healthier Scotland through promoting the benefits of eating red 
meat as part of a healthy, balanced diet. For example, work already 
undertaken and future work will contribute to the Obesity Route map.

Safer & Stronger – through its work in shaping a sustainable,  
professional and resilient development of a profitable Scottish  
red meat industry, QMS is helping to ensure long-term food  
security for Scotland.
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“QMS works within the Scottish Government’s  
National Performance Framework and the 
16 National Outcomes.”

Alan Clarke Chief Executive 

There are 16 National Outcomes as follows:

 
1 We live in a Scotland that is the most attractive place for  
 doing business in Europe

2 We realise our full economic potential with more and better  
 employment opportunities for our people

3 We are better educated, more skilled and more successful,  
 renowned for our research and innovation

4 Our young people are successful learners, confident individuals,  
 effective contributors and responsible citizens

5 Our children have the best start in life and are ready to succeed

6 We live longer, healthier lives

7 We have tackled the significant inequalities in Scottish society

8 We have improved the life chances for children, young people  
 and families at risk

9 We live our lives safe from crime, disorder and danger

10 We live in well-designed, sustainable places where we are able  
 to access the amenities and services we need

National Performance Framework 
National Outcomes

11 We have strong, resilient and supportive communities where  
 people take responsibility for their own actions and how  
 they affect others

12 We value and enjoy our built and natural environment and  
 protect it and enhance it for future generations

13 We take pride in strong, fair and inclusive national identity

14 We reduce the local and global environmental impact of  
 our consumption and production

15 Our people are able to maintain their independence as they  
 get older and are able to access appropriate support when  
 they need it

16 Our public services are high quality, continually improving,  
 efficient and responsive to local people’s  needs
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“Farming and primary processing of red meat in  
Scotland contribute £2.4billion of output and  
£700million of value add to Scotland economy  
annually.” 

Stuart Ashworth Director of Economic Services

QMS, through its stakeholders, contributes to six  of the  
16 National Outcomes.

 
We realise our full economic potential with more and better  
employment opportunities for our people (National Outcome 2) 
Farming and primary processing of red meat contribute  
approximately £2.4 billion of output and £700million of value added 
to Scotland’s economy annually. QMS brands of Scotch Beef PGI, 
Scotch Lamb PGI and Specially Selected Pork add value to the  
industry and enhance Scotland’s reputation as a land of food and 
drink. The red meat industry is a significant contributor to Scotland’s 
food exports. The rearing of beef cattle, sheep and pigs; the  
primary red meat  
processing sector; and their principal suppliers (including auction 
markets and vets) provide employment for approximately 30,400 
people in Scotland. In addition, primary red meat production and 
processing supports approximately 2,300 jobs in other sectors of  
the Scottish economy, such as construction and financial services.

We are better educated, more skilled and more successful,  
renowned for our research and innovation (National Outcome 3) –  
by developing and managing the delivery of a range of industry  
programmes specifically designed to transfer knowledge and  
increase the uptake of new ideas to help improve efficiency and  
drive innovation, for example, the Monitor Farms programme.

We live longer, healthier lives (National Outcome 6) – through our 
work with consumers of all ages on the importance of red meat in  
a healthy diet and lifestyle. QMS delivers a range of health and  
education activities from school visits to a school meat vouchers 
scheme and a healthy living bursary. A range of support materials  
is also produced and we work closely with National Diet Resources 
UK. QMS also works with partners such as the Royal Highland  
Education Trust on events and farm visits.

QMS’s Contribution to the 
National Outcomes

We value and enjoy our built and natural environment and protect  
it and enhance it for future generations (National Outcome 12) –  
our farmer stakeholders understand the land and act as custodians  
of the countryside significantly enhancing its biodiversity and  
encouraging visits to the outdoors.

We reduce the local and global environmental impact of our  
consumption and production (National Outcome 14) – through 
developing our understanding of the effects of climate change and 
reducing our ecological footprint. For example, waste reduction 
measures such as encouraging sourcing and purchasing of Scottish 
red meat products rather than imported products. Also, by providing 
support to the industry to improve carcase yield through increased 
sales of fifth quarter products. Finally, knowledge transfer activities 
which result in better breeding policies and healthier livestock  
increase production efficiency and, therefore, reduce the  
environmental impact of production.

Our public services are high quality, continually improving, efficient 
and responsive to local people’s  needs (National Outcome 16) –  
for example QMS engages in several activities designed to deliver 
continuous improvement in the red meat production chain. QMS also 
produces annual benchmarking data on cattle and sheep enterprise 
profitability in Scotland which is widely used by farmers and their 
advisors as a continuous improvement tool for increased efficiency.
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“We measure progress through our implementation 
plans which are developed by the Executive Team and 
reported to the Board.” 

Alan Clarke Chief Executive

Measuring Progress in the National Performance Framework

The organisation currently has an overall strategy and four strategic 
aims. Objectives for the implementation of these strategies are set 
and these objectives are further supported by a list of activities and 
performance measures which are specified in a detailed  
implementation plans. The Board considers a written progress  
report in advance of each Board meeting and the Scottish  
Government attends Board meetings and in this way is continually 
kept up to date with the performance of the organisation.



Discover more at
qmscotland.co.uk


